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What is Luminance?
Founded by mathematicians from the University of Cambridge, Luminance is the world’s most advanced AI
for the legal processing of contracts and documents, trusted by over 400 organisations working in more than
80 languages. Luminance works out-of-the-box to analyse documents, labelling a range of key information
and highlighting areas of importance. From gaining an instant understanding of how incoming contracts
meet compliance thresholds, to rapid AI-driven ECA capabilities, Luminance helps businesses and law firms
understand their documents quickly, facilitating informed decision-making and delivering a clear competitive
advantage in negotiations.
Exposed to over 100 million documents so far, Luminance’s core intelligence is the Legal Inference
Transformation Engine (LITE), combining a number of disciplines in the field of machine learning including
inference, deep learning, natural language processing and pattern recognition. Luminance’s AI reads and
forms a conceptual understanding of documents in any language, using this understanding to augment
a vast range of tasks: from taking a first-pass review of any incoming contract to automatically flagging
contractual anomalies; from highlighting areas of non-compliance to be remedied, to labelling clauses or
applying advanced AI-driven ECA and TAR within eDiscovery matters. Luminance can hierarchically assign
workflows and automate low-level tasks, freeing up resource for strategic thinking, analysis and advice.
Importantly, Luminance is a completely technology- based solution. We do not offer consulting or other
human-led services that would require our staff to read uploaded documentation. Access to customer
documents is conducted and controlled entirely by the customer.
The Luminance platform is available in one of two forms: hosted in a virtual cloud environment by a worldclass provider, or as a pre-configured appliance installed within the customer’s own network. Full details of
both options are set out on pages 5-6.

“This is innovation at its finest”
Oz Benamram, Chief Knowledge and Innovation Officer
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“Luminance has one of
the strongest security
approaches of any
organisation today.”
Dave Palmer,

Director of Technology
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Luminance Security Principles
With Luminance responsible for processing and storing confidential client information, we
place great importance on maintaining the highest level of security in our products.
We have implemented international security standards and best practices at every layer of the company.
From our design and development practices, to partnerships, to staff culture and training, protecting our
customers’ data is of utmost importance. Customers can be assured that they are provided with a robust,
reliable and highly secure solution, whether hosted within a virtual cloud environment or deployed within
their own environment.
Our approach is informed by a collective wealth of experience in building and maintaining secure, compliant
technology. Our technical employees have built and maintained intelligent data systems for multinational
and governmental organisations such as NATO. In addition, our executive leadership team have a deep
understanding of enterprise information security concerns through managing multiple high-profile mergers,
acquisitions and financings.

Our security principles:

We foster a culture where security and privacy are central
We ensure that security is owned and lead from the top of the company
We engage with external advisors to challenge our security assumptions and
review ongoing performance
We follow a defence-in-depth, risk-based approach to achieve the most rigorous
levels of security
We incorporate the latest technologies to prevent, monitor and respond to threats,
ensuring that we can take proactive, risk-based action
We recognise that things can go wrong in any business, and are prepared to identify,
respond and recover from any breaches
We view security as an integral part of our internal and external-facing engineering
and development
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Deployment Options
Luminance can be delivered in one of two forms: as a fully-serviced environment hosted
in the cloud, or as a preconfigured appliance to be installed within the customer's own network.
The application user experience remains the same regardless of which option is chosen. However, there
area number of differences between the two in terms of customer responsibilities and the support available.

Managed Cloud
Luminance is available as a fully-serviced environment hosted in a fully-managed, secure, virtual cloud.
Luminance uses Amazon Web Services (AWS) environments for this purpose, deploying into AWS locations
based on the geographic and jurisdictional requirements of customers. A dedicated Luminance instance
is created for each customer, with customer-level segregation and controls. AWS provides fully-managed
and secure infrastructure, monitoring, upgrades, and maintenance. For further details, see page 10. Over
80% of our customers choose the virtual cloud option. It offers simplicity of deployment, instant application
of updates and elastic scalability. Each customer’s capacity can be increased by us at any time and extra
capacity can be added to aid with large uploads, speeding up data import and processing. The customer
does not need to manage hosting requirements such as the physical security and temperature control of
servers, or creating and maintaining disaster recovery backups.

On-Premise Appliance
Luminance can also be provided on a pre-configured appliance, which is installed within the customer’s
own network.
Uploaded data is stored entirely in the customer’s own data centre, with network security under their
control. The customer’s own resources must be allocated to security and maintenance, including disaster
recovery backups. Adding extra capacity requires the delivery of an additional appliance(s).
The default appliance configuration is to establish a Call Home channel for the provision of support, system
monitoring and supplying updates. The channel is secured using SSH and SSL protocols, with mutual
authentication using pre-exchanged keys, IP restrictions and terminates within dedicated
per-customer infrastructure.
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Call Home is always under the control of the customer’s own network security and can be opened and
closed at will. Each Luminance appliance records an access and authentication log, showing all logins onto
the appliance via the Call Home channel. Within our secure Call Home data centre, located in Cambridge,
United Kingdom, each customer has their own isolated Call Home bastion server to which their Luminance
appliance connects. This is considered to require the same security level as customer environments
themselves and is therefore protected by a number of mechanisms:

Strictly limited access to named individuals
Two-factor authentication
Audit logging
Call Home is not required for the Luminance application to function; however, it enables the following
services to be provided:

Health checks of the Luminance application, operating system and hardware
Remote support, on two levels: system-level, technical access to diagnose and resolve
issues; and remote assistance via the user interface to assist with any application-level
issues (see pages 12 and 13 for details)
Proactive rectification of application and operating system errors
Deployment of updates to the Luminance application, including learning
Application of security patches to both the Luminance application and underlying
operating system
While Call Home is closed, these services cannot be provided. In particular, no security patches will be
applied and only limited support (to assist in use of the application) will be possible. We recommend that, at
a minimum, Call Home is opened for pre-agreed, regular maintenance windows to allow updates, including
security patches, to be applied as well as any outstanding support issues to be investigated. Should it be
desired that Call Home is left closed, we further recommend the enabling of a separate, reduced Ping Call
Home which allows for remote monitoring of health check information only.

See Appendix 1 for a network diagram.
Bespoke deployment solutions may be available, based on individual
customer requirements.
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Deployment Options
Our formal and ongoing governance programme encompasses all aspects of security and risk. Our
Security Advisory Board is composed of global experts in cybersecurity and risk management,
and a dedicated internal board has oversight and responsibility for all security practices.
Our security, infrastructure and operational practices have been certified by BSI
as compliant with ISO27001:2013. Our certificate numberis IS 676638.

Security Advisory Board
Lord Evans of Weardale
Lord Evans was Director General of MI5 from 2007 to 2013. He spent 33 years
with MI5, defending the UK against internal and domestic terrorism and cyberthreats. He was appointed to the Security Service’s Management Board as Director
of International Counter Terrorism in 2001, ten days before the 9/11 attacks on
the World Trade Centre. He was appointed to the House of Lords in 2014 at
the personal recommendation of the Prime Minister and sits as a cross-bench
peer. Lord Evans is also a non-executive Director of HSBC Holdings and of Ark
Datacentres Ltd.

Jack Stockdale, Chief Technology Officer, Darktrace
Jack Stockdale started his career at enterprise software company Autonomy, where
he worked on the core software platform IDOL as Technical Director and later
Chief Architect. He moved to Blinkx in 2006, where he spent 5 years as Director
of Research and Development, with responsibility for the technical development
of Blinkx’s award-winning online video search engine. Jack is CTO at Darktrace,
overseeing the application of Bayesian mathematical models onto the Darktrace
Enterprise Immune System. He has a degree in Computer Science from
Lancaster University.

Dave Palmer, Chief Product Officer, Darktrace
Dave Palmer is the Chief Product Officer at Darktrace, overseeing the mathematics
and engineering teams and project strategies. With over ten years of experience
at the forefront of government intelligence operations, Palmer has worked
across UK intelligence agencies GCHQ & MI5, where he delivered missioncritical infrastructure services, including the replacement and security of entire
global networks, the development of operational internet capabilities and the
management of critical disaster recovery incidents. He holds a first-class degree in
Computer Science and Software Engineering from the University of Birmingham.
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Personnel
The culture and awareness of our staff is critical to information security.
Our dedicated security team is led by the Chief Security and Privacy Officer.
New staff are assessed for suitability in face-to-face interviews. Experian background checks are carried
out on all new starters, and employment references and education are verified. For roles with privileged
access, more extensive background checks, including criminal record and financial background searches,
are conducted.
All employees are subject to confidentiality agreements, which include requirements regarding the handling
of customer-confidential information. Employees are also subject to security provisions within their
employment agreements that require them to adhere to specific standards and policies.
Employees sign an IT and Communications policy and undergo security training as part of their induction
training and orientation, which is then refreshed on an annual basis as a minimum. Additional training is
provided based on role; for example, developers are instructed on secure engineering and coding practices.
To date, we have not employed contractors, and have no immediate plans to do so. However, should this
prove necessary at any stage, company policies would be communicated as part of initial induction.
Security issues are discussed in team meetings at least monthly. We operate a continuous security improvement
feedback process enabling any staff member to report concerns or issues. The Security Advisory Board are
briefed on a quarterly basis and meet every six months to review the business and advise on best practice.
We deploy a number of internal systems to verify access, controls and system usage. A two-person rule for
substantive data access is adhered to at all levels of the company. All data handled by us is classified according
to the Information Classification and Handling policy and the acceptable use of company assets is included
in the IT and Communications policy. A full inventory of assets is kept by the IT and security team, with
owners and location of all equipment tracked. Procedures are in place for the return of equipment, including
the secure erasure and reuse of storage media, or its disposal.
Employees are subject to discipline, including termination and/or prosecution, for any deviation from
published policies.
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Information Protection
and Data Security
1. Customer Segregation
Luminance has been designed and built with full isolation of environments as a first principle.
Each customer receives their own single-tenant instance of Luminance, including their own application,
database, storage, and computing resources. If the cloud deployment option is chosen, these are deployed
as individual instances, with dedicated virtual servers and storage segregated within isolated network
subnets within Luminance’s hosting provider’s physical facilities. This isolates each customer, and assures
no co-mingling of data or application access controls. Luminance appliances are physically segregated and
isolated by the customer’s own network.
Our own development and testing environments are fully separated from customer environments.

2. Managed Cloud
Customers can choose to host their Luminance instance and uploaded documents in a fully-managed cloud
environment. As detailed above, each customer receives their own dedicated Luminance system in the
cloud, with no co-mingling of data between instances. We maintain an Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud
environment in specific geographic regions, as established by customer requirements. There are over 20
AWS regions around the globe; customer environments can be hosted in any of our supported AWS regions
as required. See pages 5-6 for more details on deployment options.
Each geographical region has a dedicated Luminance virtual cloud environment, which is not used for any
other application stack or shared with any other entity. AWS does not move customer content outside the
chosen region except as necessary to comply with the law or a valid or binding order. We exclusively use
AWS storage and resources in the designated AWS region.
AWS does not access any customer’s content and treats all uploaded data the same, whether or not it
includes personal information. It does not disclose customer content unless legally required to do so, and
carefully examines each request to authenticate its accuracy and verify that it complies with applicable law.
AWS challenges requests that are overbroad, exceed the requestor’s authority or do not fully comply with
applicable law. If compelled to disclose customer content, customers are notified before disclosure to
provide them with the opportunity to seek protection from disclosure, unless prohibited by law.
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The AWS global infrastructure includes the facilities, network, hardware, and operational software (for
example, host OS, virtualization software, etc.) that support the provisioning and use of these resources.
It is designed and managed according to security best practices as well as a variety of security compliance
standards. Our web architecture is therefore built on top of some of the mostsecure computing infrastructure
in the world.
AWS’s data centres are state of the art, utilising innovative architectural and engineering approaches. AWS
has many years of experience in designing, constructing, and operating large-scale data centres, which has
been applied to the AWS platform and infrastructure. Physical access controls are detailed at page 17.
The Amazon Incident Management team employs industry-standard diagnostic procedures to drive resolution
during business-impacting events. Staff operators provide 24x7x365 coverage to detect incidents and to
manage the impact and resolution.
AWS is designed to provide 99.999999999% durability and 99.99% availability of objects over a given year.
Objects are redundantly stored on multiple devices across multiple facilities in an Amazon S3 region. To
help provide durability, Amazon S3 PUT and COPY operations synchronously store customer data across
multiple facilities before returning SUCCESS. Once stored, Amazon S3 helps maintain the durability of the
objects by quickly detecting and repairing any lost redundancy. AWS also regularly verifies the integrity of
data stored using checksums. If corruption is detected, it is repaired using redundant data. In addition, AWS
calculates checksums on all network traffic to detect corruption of data packets when storing or
retrieving data.
AWS is certified by the following organisations: C5 [Germany]; Cyber Essentials Plus [UK]; DoD SRG;
FedRAMP; FIPS; IRAP [Australia]; ISO 9001; ISO 27001; ISO 27017; ISO 27018; MTCS [Singapore]; PCI
DSS Level 1; SEC Rule 17-a-4(f); SOC 1; SOC 2; and SOC 3.
AWS is compliant with all of the following laws and regulations: CISPE; EU Model Clauses; FERPA; GLBA;
HIPAA; HITECH; IRS 1075; ITAR; My Number Act [Japan]; U.K. DPA – 1988; VPAT / Section 508; EU Data
Protection Directive; Privacy Act [Australia]; Privacy Act [New Zealand]; PDPA - 2010 [Malaysia]; PDPA
- 2012 [Singapore]; PIPEDA [Canada]; and Spanish DPA Authorization. AWS also aligns to the following
frameworks: CIS; CJIS; CSA; ENS [Spain]; EU-US Privacy Shield; FFIEC; FISC; FISMA; G-Cloud [UK]; GxP
(FDA CFR 21 Part 11); ICREA; IT Grundschutz [Germany]; MITA 3.0; MPAA; NIST; PHR; Uptime Institute
Tiers; UK Cloud Security Principles.
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3. Support Access
With a fully supported service, a limited number of Luminance staff have access to diagnostic information
including technical event logs, error codes and metadata in order to provide a comprehensive support
service to our customers. This access does not allow viewing of the contents of any documents uploaded to
the platform. Support staff may request access to view specific documents in order to investigate a reported
issue; this access must be manually approved by the customer within the UI. Our Technical Operations team,
a restricted group of named employees, additionally have access to system health monitoring information
and low-level console access in order to provide updates, resolve security vulnerabilities and deliver new
features. Technical operations access to Luminance is strictly limited, fully monitored and never occurs
arbitrarily. Access is attributable to individuals by unique keys.
Operational access to customer Luminance instances in AWS data centres can only occur through a single
bastion server. Access to this server requires multiple levels of authentication which is provided to a small
number of individuals, with access restricted to a single IP address. Clients with a Luminance appliance are
each assigned their own bastion server and each environment has its own dedicated Call Home bastion.
If any error occurs, such as a failure to process a file, an error code will be generated automatically and
sent to our support staff. This error code gives information such as: the document that caused the error,
referenced only by its unique document id; the format of the file being processed; and details of which
processing unit failed and why it failed. Document processing failures are never due to the contents of a
document, merely the way in which that data is stored. Error code information is therefore anonymous
but enables the team to replicate and address the issue. At no point does the document leave the client’s
individual installation of Luminance.

4. Identity and Access Management
We have formal processes to maintain, approve, and monitor access to any of our internal systems. Access
to all systems is restricted based on the principles of least privilege and separation of duties. We also
maintain an inventory of identity and system access.
Remote access to our internal systems is managed via security certificates, and/or VPN. Logs are maintained
and audited on a periodic basis. All AWS management events are logged indefinitely using AWS CloudTrail.
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5. Luminance Application Access
Application access is controlled by application-level user permissions configurable by the customer. Our
customers therefore have complete control over access to the Luminance application, and to the permission
levels granted to any user, including to any Luminance staff.
Each Luminance user is provided with a named account linked to their work email address. Access by
each account is tracked and audited. Sessions expire after a period of inactivity, the length of which is
configurable by customer administrator users, and the user is forced to re-enter their credentials. This
allows the customer to grant and restrict access to specific projects. Within any given project, configurable
document-level permissions are provided to restrict user access to subsets of the data, via task assignment
and workspace functionalities. Please request the Luminance User Guide for full details.
Account-level permissions are granted by the customer and persist across their entire Luminance installation:

Administrator: Customer administrators can create and delete users and projects.
Generally only a small number of users (two is recommended) within an organisation
will need to have administrator access
Standard: No access to account settings.
Project-level permissions are granted by the customer on a per-project basis:

Manager: Managers can create tasks, add users to projects, archive projects and see
all project documents.
Standard Plus: Standard Plus users can see all project documents but cannot access
project settings.
Standard: Standard users can see documents in tasks assigned to them, reassign tasks
and add, delete or edit notes and clause/document tags.
Restricted: Restricted users can view documents in tasks assigned to them but cannot
add, delete or edit notes and clause/document tags or reassign tasks.
Passwords are a critical control for protecting data access. Weak passwords represent a significant risk,
no matter how strong the set of protections we create around customer data are. Therefore we have put
stringent rules in place to ensure that human error does not become a point of entry into any
Luminance system.
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The Luminance application ensures strong passwords are used by requiring a minimum length and disallowing
passwords from an extensive blacklist made up of publicly available common password lists as well as
derivatives of the user’s username and the service name. Brute force protections include the use of salted
PBKDF2-derived SHA512 hashes for password storage and account lockout after failed login attempts. The
default configuration is in line with NIST 800-63-3.
The following settings are configurable upon request:

Minimum password length (default: eight characters)
Password complexity requirements, including those based on character classes.
Password expiry, requiring administrative reset (default: none)
Enforced password reset before expiry (default: 1/12 of expiry time)
Account lockout, defaulting to a maximum of 25 consecutive incorrect attempts within
30 days, with exponential delay enforced between retries. The number of attempts,
exponential delay between retries and lockout period are all configurable.
The Luminance application uses best practice HTTP cookie-based sessions to persist authentication
after successful login. Idle and absolute session timeouts are enabled by default. The following settings
are configurable on request:

Idle session timeout (default: 1 hour)
Absolute session timeout (default: 24 hours)
All access and activity within the Luminance application is logged, and can be reviewed by customers
within the application. This includes logins, login attempts, the specific files accessed by any individual and
how long each document was viewed, along with duration of time spent within the application overall.
Administrator and operator activity is logged for 90 days, and all management events in Luminance cloud
infrastructure are logged indefinitely. Additionally, the following information is captured and logged: firewall
logs, privileged user activity, and Darktrace network anomaly analysis.
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6. Multi-Factor Authentication
Multi-factor authentication can now be configured for our application environments upon request. This will
allow customers to enable multi-factor authentication for all user accounts in Luminance, ensuring an extra
layer of security of accounts when logging on to the Luminance platform. Multi-factor authentication is an
effective way to help users prevent security threats such as internal theft, data loss and external access from
unapproved parties. By enabling multi-factor authentication, Luminance users will be required to enter a
time-based one-time passcode (OTP) in addition to their normal account password when signing in.
Luminance users receive the extra form of authentication in the form of a code that can be easily generated
on a mobile device through an authenticator app. All standard authenticator apps are supported including
Google Authenticator, Microsoft Authenticator, Authy and Duo. Users can then scan a QR code associated
with their Luminance account, and it is saved within the app. Once users have enabled multi-factor
authentication, an additional step will be added to the sign-in process within their instance of Luminance.
After entering credentials and clicking the ‘Sign In’ button, users will be prompted to enter a numerical
code; users will need to open up their authenticator app to find the randomly generated 6-digit code. The
passcode generated by the app expires after a certain period of time, and a new one will be generated next
time the user logs in to the account. Multi-factor authentication can be set up on users’ own accounts, or
administrators can enforce multi-factor authentication for all users via the settings menu.

7. Encryption
All our customers’ data is encrypted both at rest and in transit.

Data at rest: Luminance internal systems
Internal systems encrypt data at rest. This includes full-disk encryption for all employee laptops as well as
all development, server, and storage environments. File-level encryption is also used for files that contain
sensitive or restricted information.

Data at rest: Luminance application environment (AWS)
We utilise AWS Key Management for encrypting data hosted in a cloud environment at rest. Data is encrypted
at rest at the S3 storage layer, along with compute resources in the EC2 layer such as the application and
database. Each object is encrypted with a unique key employing strong multi-factor encryption. Encryption
keys, which we manage on behalf of the customer, are rotated by AWS regularly. As an additional safeguard,
the keys themselves are encrypted with a master key that is regularly rotated. Encryption routines meet
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the ISO 27018 standard for protecting personal information. Encryption keys are based on FIPS-approved
algorithms and implemented via 256-bit AES keys.

Data in Transit
Any transmission of information is encrypted. Access to any Luminance application or environment can only
occur via encrypted connections. TLS transmissions use TLS 1.2 or above and AES-128 or higher, with AES256 preferred. For details of the specific algorithms and ciphers in use, please see Appendix 3.

8. Monitoring Data
We have deployed automated tools that monitor system level performance, such as CPU and memory
utilisation, storage thresholds, database activities, processing activities and exceptions, and application health.
The Luminance application contains a billing module that maintains and transmits information pertaining to
the amount, time and duration of data uploaded into the system. This information is transmitted via the fully
encrypted Call Home channel, full details of which are set out on page 6.

9. Anonymised Feedback
As the Luminance application is used, it learns and improves its recognition of legal concepts, such as clause
and document types, from labels added and removed by users during the normal workflow of a project. The
system retains this new learning in the form of mathematically abstracted data to aid in the performance of
its algorithms.
We differentiate between two types of concept: pre-built and private.

Pre-built concept models offer over 1000 datapoints that Luminance automatically
identifies out-of-the-box. They are delivered as part of our standard offering to
every customer.
Private concepts are built into Luminance by individual firms in order to support their
unique projects. These private concepts are created by and under the control of the
customer via application-level tools.
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By default, data derived from user interaction with pre-built concepts, i.e. the addition and removal of tags,
informs Luminance’s self-learning capabilities. This anonymised feedback is formed entirely of mathematical
information obtained from statistical pattern analysis. Each Luminance system further ensures anonymisation
by scrubbing text of all entities – such as names, companies, location, numbers and currencies – before
deriving any learning data from the customer’s Luminance instance.

No documents, parts of documents or any identifiable information are transmitted, and therefore the data is
anonymous by nature. Furthermore, no feedback is linked to a customer’s account, documents or metadata
in any way. Anonymised feedback is fully encrypted and cannot be used to reconstruct any part of the
original document. Examples of Luminance derived data files can be provided upon request, in the form of
proprietary-format binary files. Each Luminance instance generally derives 0.5KB of data from every 1GB
of documents it ingests; vastly insufficient to recover any customer documents. Feedback of learning from
pre-built clauses enables machine learning updates to be pooled between Luminance installations, subject
to quality control by our development team. This innovative collective learning ensures that the Luminance
platform does not need to be ‘trained’ by each customer before use. Rather, they benefit from the collective
improvements of the wider community of customers in real time.
If the customer deploys Luminance on their own network, feedback is communicated via the Call Home
channel. This secure channel is entirely under the control of the customer and can be switched on and off
at will via their own firewall. If disabled, no feedback will be shared. The Call Home channel is also used for
IT monitoring, health checks and the application of security and system updates. Full details of Call Home
are set out on page 6.
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Physical Security and Controls
1. Luminance Offices
Our own premises are protected by internal bars, locks and an alarm system with set/unset restricted to
named key holders. Access internally is restricted by role with access to data centres highly restricted.
Sales offices require key card access, which is logged and reviewed on a regular basis. No development
or operational infrastructure is deployed in any sales office. Offices where development and technical
operations teams reside have multi-factor access controls. Access logs are maintained and reviewed on a
regular basis. CCTV is in place throughout, both externally and internally, with records kept for a minimum
of five weeks. We have a comprehensive clean desk policy, and maintain a separate policy for visitor access,
which is limited to non-critical areas.
Physical access to infrastructure is strictly limited and controlled to a small number of named individuals,
with all access monitored and audited.

2. AWS Hosting Environments
All AWS environments maintain the highest levels of physical security in the industry, and are subject to
annual SOC2 and SOC3 audits. AWS data centres are housed in nondescript facilities. Physical access is
strictly controlled both at the perimeter and at building ingress points by professional security staff using
video surveillance, intrusion detection systems, and other electronic means. Authorised staff must pass
two-factor authentication a minimum of twice to access data centre floors. All visitors and contractors are
required to present identification and are signed in and continually escorted by authorised staff. AWS only
provides data centre access and information to employees and contractors who have a legitimate business
need for such privileges.
The highest standards are in place for fire detection and suppression, power, climate and temperature. AWS
monitors electrical, mechanical, and life support systemsand equipment so that any issues are immediately
identified.Preventative maintenance is performed to maintain the continued operability of equipment.
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Threat Detection and Controls
1. Threat Analysis and Detection
We deploy Darktrace’s Enterprise Immune System, the leading AI-based threat detection solution, across
our internal and AWS-based environments. Darktrace detects anomalies that indicate potential for data
leakage, or unauthorised access attempts. Darktrace can also be deployed alongside a Luminance appliance
within the customer’s internal infrastructure upon request. See Appendix 2 for further details on Darktrace.

2. Network Detection and Controls
We use the latest Cisco firewall, network infrastructure, and network protection solutions to protect against
viruses and malware across our infrastructure and employee devices. All equipment is maintained according
to Cisco recommendations and in fully supported configurations.
We employ rate limiting to protect against denial of service and brute force attacks. The following settings
are configurable on request: per-IP address unauthenticated request rate limiting (default: a maximum of
250 requests per hour), and per-user authenticated request rate limiting. Luminance hosted instances may
be also configured to allow connections only from given IP address ranges.
Internal network and system administration is governed to the highest standards. Internal networks are
segregated and isolated, with inbound connections denied by default. Firewalls, switching and routing
are regularly backed up with reviews undertaken periodically. Network administration is performed using
accounts that uniquely identify the administrator and that provide the least possible privilege required.
Automated failover is a goal for all network activities, with manual failover a second target. Key servers are
designed with hardware redundancy, such as RAID configurations and UPS-backed dual power supplies.
Our external email transmission is enforced to use SSL, while internal transmissions use SSL tunnels (SSH,
HTTPS, etc.). SSH private keys are protected on encrypted file systems.
IP level firewalls are used to segregate internal, DMZ and external networks. Additionally, AWS IP firewalls
are employed in Luminance cloud hosting facilities. Production applications employ level-7 proxies. Access
to production systems may be IP white-listed on request.
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3. Penetration Testing and Vulnerability Assessments
We conduct third-party penetration testing against our application and operational systems every six
months, results of which can be shared upon request subject to an NDA. We do not conduct, or authorise
customers to conduct, penetration testing against live systems containing customer data, instead using a
newly-built production-ready system that has not been assigned to a customer.

Code vulnerability scans are performed as part of the monthly release process. The results from these inform
changes including deployments of updates, including security patches both to Luminance software and the
underlying hardened Linux-based OS, to all systems. Luminance’s architecture allows the deployment of
emergency patches to all fully-serviced systems within 24 hours where the risk is deemed high.
Development of the software follows a Secure Engineering Policy, as set out on page 23, and security
reviews are performed at stages along the development process including design and code review.
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Incident Response and Recovery
We have a rigorous incident management process for security events that may affect the confidentiality,
integrity or availability of systems or data. Response plans are in place across the range of potential incidents,
which are updated and tested at least annually.

1. Incident Management Process
The dedicated internal security team reviews and analyses alerts or notifications received from threat
detection tools or third parties. The team conducts further investigation as required, ensures that the
potential impact is understood, categorises the incident according to response plans and executes steps as
outlined in response plans or otherwise as required to mitigate risk.
To the extent product changes, version changes or patches are required for potential threats, these are
categorised based on severity and either deployed immediately or incorporated into Luminance product
releases.We incorporate a continuous improvement process for our security and risk management practices.
This is based on analysis of emerging threats, industry practices, third-party impact, academic research and
government cyber risk assessments.

2. Communication Plans
We maintain a comprehensive communication plan to inform internal teams, including the executive team
and board, and customers, based on the severity of a potential impact. Escalation paths are incorporated if
the impact increases in severity, or based on estimated time to recover. Information sharing is consistent
with response plans, and key stakeholders are updated regularly.
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If an incident occurs, employees are required to report it to the security team. If concerning, the security
team escalates the incident to the CTO. The report is assessed for business impact and, if critical, the Chief
Security and Privacy Officer is involved as soon as possible. If customer data is at risk, the event is assigned
the highest priority. We will inform the customer and support investigative efforts via the support team. In
all cases, the immediate threat is resolved as soon as possible. To help ensure the swift resolution of security
incidents, the Luminance security team is available 24/7 to all employees.

3. Business Continuity Plans
We maintain and update a Business Continuity Plan that encompasses both internal and customer managed
environments. AWS maintains high levels of uptime and resiliency across its data centres, with redundant
power, cooling and server and network infrastructure. We maintain a Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and
Recovery Point Objective (RPO) of 24 hours for a complete failure in the primary data centre. For the
appliance, this is developed with clients based on their data centre or operating environment and practices,
along with Luminance’s ability to provide a managed service.

4. Application and Client Data Backup
Each customer instance hosted in the cloud is automatically backed up to a secondary AWS data centre
within the same region using the S3 durability method. S3 is designed to withstand the concurrent loss of
two facilities by redundantly storing objects on multiple devices across multiple facilities.
Full application and data backups occur every 24 hours. Nightly backups of customer data are performed,
in addition to before every major upgrade of the Luminance system. Backups are kept for a minimum of
14 days and maximum of 28 days, in line with deletion policies. Backups are signed for integrity, encrypted
for confidentiality and stored within each customer’s isolated installation. The integrity of existing backups
is automatically tested during the nightly backup procedure and tests of full restoration from backups are
performed regularly.
Customers are responsible for backing up Luminance instances hosted on-premise. We provide a method
for customers to copy fully-encrypted backups from their appliance for incorporation into their own off-site
backup solution.
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Secure Development
1. Secure Development Process
Security is an integral part of our internal and external-facing engineering for both our products and the
company’s own internal services, with risk considered at all stages. Security is paramount in all development
projects, and secure engineering principles are communicated to all developers.
All product development incorporates a strong risk management model, with security at the core of
all development. All development is performed by our employees, with no outsourcing for software
development, management or deployment. Information is protected in processing, transit and storage. This
includes frequent backups and off-site backups.
Development environments are completely segregated from production environments. The development
process also incorporates comprehensive configuration management as part of its promotion process.
All our developers are required to be aware of the recommendations for the programming language they are
working with, particularly guidelines around safe use of common classes and functions, input handling and
error checking and handling. Developers of web applications are required to be familiar with the OWASP
Top Ten vulnerabilities. All developers are required to be familiar with the SANS 25 most dangerous software
errors. Security features are based on open standards whenever possible. Examples include open encryption
standards such as SSL and HTTPS, and password hashing such as ‘bcrypt’. Backups of important source code
are taken regularly, use strong encryption, and are tested to ensure that the backup can be restored.

2. Change Management
We maintain a formal change management process. This includes a review of all changes incorporated into
a release, or any proposed change to the configuration of core systems, which requires approval of the Chief
Technology Officer. Full review by our legal department also occurs as necessary to validate licensing for any
third party or open-source components.
Our release process includes vulnerability scanning and license checks, and all configurations are managed
centrally. Any changes to dependencies are reviewed for security and licensing issues, and must be authorised
by senior developers through a formal procedure. New releases are deployed via a common build to minimise
risk of manual error, and also limit access to client environments. Live deployment of a system or change,
whether internally or at customer sites, is carefully considered in terms of risk and whether a swift and
painless rollback is possible.
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3. Validation and Security Testing
Validation testing based on known inputs and results is performed throughout the development process and
prior to deployment. Security reviews and testing occur throughout the development process. For example,
small sections of code are unit tested during compilation. Software modules are tested independently, with
fixed inputs that should produce a known result.

Certifications
Luminance Technologies Ltd has been certified by BSI to ISO 27001 under certificate number IS 676638.
This internationally recognised security standard certifies that the company has been certified to ISO
27001 under certificate number IS 676638 for an Information Security Management System for the
development, sales, support and operation of artificial intelligence software and technology platforms
for the legal industry. This includes the Cambridge technical headquarters, remote workers globally, and
cloud data hosting and processing.
Luminance achieved full ISO27001 certification in February 2018. This was recertified in February 2021
and is now valid until February 2024. Luminance Technologies Ltd is entered into the United Kingdom Data
Protection Register under registration number ZA272529.
All applicable legislation has been identified and a register is maintained by our legal department. An open
source licensing check is part of the monthly release cycle, and additional software licenses are managed by
our IT team. Internal audits are conducted as part of IENC activities and by external consultants.
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Appendix 1:
Network Diagrams
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Appendix 2: Security Partner
Darktrace is the world’s leading machine learning company for cybersecurity,
and our trusted security partner and advisor.
Created by mathematicians from the University of Cambridge, Darktrace’s Enterprise Immune System uses
AI algorithms that mimic the human immune system to defend enterprise networks of all types and sizes.
The company’s self-learning approach is the first nonconsumer application of machine learning to work at
scale, across all network types, from physical, virtualised, and cloud, through to IoT and industrial control
systems. By applying its unique, unsupervised machine learning, Darktrace has identified 48,000 previously
unknown threats in over 3,000 networks, including zero-days, insider threats and subtle, stealthy attacks.
The company’s customers include TSB Bank, Drax, Virgin Trains, BT, Wellcome Trust, Clifford Chance and
the UK Government.
Darktrace was also successful in defending against the WannaCry ransomware campaign that affected over
200,000 devices across 150 countries in May 2017. Darktrace’s Enterprise Immune System solution not
only detected the attack at its first signs, but also stopped it from spreading within customer networks.
The Darktrace team is comprised of some of the world’s foremost experts in cybersecurity and threat
intelligence, with vast experience of developing security systems and protocols for organisations including
GCHQ, MI5 and Lockheed Martin. Advisors to Darktrace’s executive team include Alan Wade, formerly
Chief Information Officer of the CIA and Lord Evans of Weardale KCB, former Director General of MI5.
Luminance’s security standards, protocols, technology and network architecture have been developed in
close collaboration with Darktrace’s security experts. Darktrace conducts independent penetration and
vulnerability testing on behalf of Luminance, while the Darktrace Enterprise Immune System is used for
cyber security monitoring and protection within Luminance’s networks.

“ Darktrace uses AI to spot patterns and prevent
cybercrimes before they occur.”
“ Darktrace is the clear leader in anomaly detection
driven by unsupervised machine learning.”
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Appendix 3: Security Checklist
Question

Y/N

Details

Is Luminance ISO27001:2013 certified?

Yes

Luminance Technologies Ltd has been certified by BSI to ISO 27001
under certificate number IS 676638.

Are data centres ISO27001:2013
certified?

Yes

AWS aligns to all major international security certifications
and regulations.

Can the customer choose the location(s)
of data centres used?

Yes

Subject to availability and geographical location.

Is access to the Luminance application
fully auditable?

Yes

Audit-level activity and access reports can be easily generated by the
customer within the application.

Is the customer the only entity/individual
that can access uploaded documents?

Yes

Luminance staff cannot view any customer’s user interface, and
therefore cannot view documents, without being granted access by
the customer. Data is encrypted at rest and in transit (see below) and
physical access are in place at all data centres to prevent third-party
access to data.

Are applications regularly
penetration tested?

Yes

An independent third party regularly conducts thorough penetration
tests, results of which are available on request.

Are cyber detection and prevention
measures installed?

Yes

Luminance employs world-class cybersecurity monitoring and
protection, firewalls and anti-virus protection across all networks and
internal IT assets, including the Darktrace Enterprise Immune System.

Is data encrypted at rest?

Yes

Using XTS Transparent Full Disk Encryption, SHA256 hashes, and 256bit AES keys.

Is data encrypted in transit?

Yes

Using TLS 1.2 or above, ECDHE key exchange, AES-256 (minimum
AES-128) or ChaCha20-Poly1305 ciphers, and RSA 2048-bit
asymmetric private keys.

Is there an individual, group or
committee responsible and accountable
for information security and
data handling?

Yes

Our Information Security Management System is managed by our
Head of Security, with our CTO being ultimately responsible for
information security and data handling. Our Security Advisory Board
provides advice and guidance, as detailed on page 7.

Do you communicate your policies
to staff and contractors and conduct
security and awareness training?

Yes

Policies are communicated to staff and contractors on induction and
then refreshed annually.

Do you enforce full hard disk encryption
on laptops, memory sticks, backup tapes,
and any other media that may contain
customer data?

Yes

No customer data resides on Luminance staff devices, but full disk
encryption is employed on all company devices.

Do you segregate customer data?

Yes

All customer installations are isolated using dedicated virtual servers
and storage segregated within isolated network subnets within
Luminance’s hosting provider’s physical facilities. Luminance’s own
development and testing environments are also fully separated.

Yes

All changes to hosted services are managed using an automated
configuration management tool, with all configuration changes tracked.
All changes to Luminance infrastructure and cloud environments are
reviewed by the Security and IT teams, and significant changes require
recorded approval by a short list of approvers.

Yes

Nightly backups of cloud-hosted customer data are performed, in
addition to before every major upgrade of the Luminance system.
Backups are kept for a minimum of 14 and maximum of 28 days,
in line with deletion policies.

Do you have a formal Change
Management process?

Do you take backups?
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Question

Y/N

Details

Do you have a process in place for
security patch management?

Yes

Security patches to production systems are included in monthly
upgrades, with the ability to deploy outside this cycle retained.

Do you capture and maintain logs of
information security activity?

Yes

Yes, including: firewall logs, privileged user activity and Darktrace
network anomaly analysis.

Do you have a regular vulnerability
assessment process in place?

Yes

Weekly vulnerability scans of external-facing systems, with automatic
updates to operating systems and anti-virus software.

Do you have an incident management
process in place?

Yes

Luminance has a rigorous incident management process for security
events that may affect the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of
systems or data. If an incident involves customer data, Luminance
will inform the customer and support investigative efforts via the
support team.

Are staff subject to
pre-employment checking?

Yes

Extensive background checks are conducted, dependent on role.

Do you enforce access controls to each
system housing client data.

Yes

Physical access to both AWS’s hosting facilities and Luminance’s
own premises is strictly controlled and audited. Administration of
the Luminance application, including the granting of user access
permissions, is controlled by a named administrator(s) within the client
organisation. Access by each account is tracked and auditable, with
strict application-level access controls in place.

Do you have application-level
authentication?

Yes

All users are provided with a named, password-protected account.
Inactivity timeouts and enforced password expiry are used, with length
configurable by the client.

Are account-level changes logged
and retained?

Yes

Including permission changes, user transactions and account
setting changes.

Are all servers suitably isolated and
behind firewalls?

Yes

Luminance internal and Call Home production networks use Cisco
firewalls, and Darktrace monitoring. Luminance cloud infrastructure
uses AWS's firewall capabilities.

Are access controls and encryption used
to protect hosted client data?

Yes

Hosting facilities have extensive physical access controls including
security cameras and access logs. All of our customer’s data is
encrypted at rest and in transit using full disk encryption.

Do you ensure that hosted client data is
securely removed after deletion?

Yes

After customers delete data, it is removed from the AWS hosted
environment within 30 days, in line with industry policy. Removal can
be expedited on request.

Are information security and
privacy policies aligned with
industry standards

Yes

Luminance’s security policies are aligned to most major industry
standards, including ISO27001.

Yes

Luminance’s hosting provider, AWS, complies with all applicable
legislation. Customers can choose hosting location and jurisdiction.
If an appliance is chosen, no data leaves the customer’s own
network.

Is cross-border data movement limited,
monitored, or controlled?

Can you create unique encryption keys
Yes
per customer?

Unique encryption keys are created for each customer and
managed by Luminance.
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About Luminance
Luminance is the world’s most advanced AI technology for the legal processing of contracts and documents.
Founded by mathematicians from the University of Cambridge, Luminance’s AI reads and forms a
conceptual understanding of documents in any language. Luminance uses this understanding to augment
the spectrum of legal matters, from AI-powered contract drafting, negotiation and review to investigations
and eDiscovery. Luminance is used by over 400 customers in 60 countries, including all of the Big Four
consultancy firms, a quarter of the world’s largest law firms and multinational organisations such as
Tesco and Ferrero.
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